
 

markets summary – September 2019 

Asset class Review Outlook  

International equities All major international share markets rose over the quarter. 
This was primarily driven by supportive monetary policy 
settings by the US Fed as well as central banks of most major 
global economies. That said, trade tensions subdued returns 
from the EU and emerging markets while the UK market was 
weighed down by ongoing Brexit uncertainties. 
 

The outlook remains cautiously optimistic for global equities. While there is support 
from modest but ongoing global economic growth on the back of ongoing 
accommodative monetary policy, the risks of a derailment due to events including an 
escalation of trade tensions between major economies, a no-deal Brexit or an 
unexpected turn in economic policy stance remain. It is be prudent to diversify 
investment portfolios by including high-quality defensive assets to limit the impact of 
negative surprises. 
  

Australasian equities Australasian equities had a positive quarter. Both the New 
Zealand and the Australian share markets have taken support 
from the interest rate cuts by their respective central banks, 
which is supportive for asset valuations.  

Both New Zealand and Australian economies are expected to experience modest 
growth over the medium-term. In New Zealand, valuations are very high whereas 
business and consumer confidence is low. The relatively defensive nature and higher 
dividend yields are attractive for investors seeking yield in a very low interest rate 
environment. The Australian economy is expected to experience modest growth.  

International 
infrastructure 

International infrastructure provided strong returns 
benefitting from investor demand for its relatively defensive 
growth attributes in a time of greater market volatility. 

International infrastructure continues to look attractive due to the sector providing 
an income yield better than what is on offer from bank deposits and government 
bonds. Additionally, infrastructure provides an attractive proposition to investors 
seeking capital preservation in times of higher volatility in wider international equity 
markets. 
 

Property Listed property had another strong quarter. New Zealand 
listed property enjoyed investor demand due to its defensive 
nature and steady rental yields. The Australian listed property 
market was weighed down by the retail sector, which lagged 
due to lower consumer spending. 
 

A steady but modest growth outlook for the New Zealand economy is expected to 
fundamentally support the sector. Australian REITs outlook is somewhat less 
supportive. Despite high valuations and increased competition for the retail sector, 
listed property shares in both countries might continue to gain due to their attractive 
dividend yields in an even lower interest rate environment and increased risk to 
global growth. 

 
International fixed 
interest 

 
Supportive monetary policy and investor preference for bond 
insurance in volatile times resulted in decent quarterly returns 
in this asset class. However, returns were still significantly 
lower than those of equities for the quarter. 

 
A continuation of supportive monetary policy by most major central banks and 
further share market volatility may support the higher-rated global bonds. That said, 
a resolution of geopolitical risks may see a reversal of yields which would put bond 
prices under pressure. 

 
New Zealand cash and 
fixed interest 

 
The RBNZ cut interest rates to an all-time low. Lower bond 
yields provided support for bond prices. Corporate bonds 
marginally outperformed government bonds. The New 
Zealand dollar fell against most currencies over the quarter 
primarily due to the interest rate cut by the RBNZ.    

 
Steady or declining interest rates are generally supportive for bond performance. 
However, low running yields mean subdued returns for bond holders. Higher 
volatility in share markets may support the sector as investors seek capital 
preservation. The New Zealand dollar is expected to hold ground and gradually 
appreciate against the US dollar in the short term barring any drastic rise in global 
tensions. 



 

  world and local economies & markets 

growth persists in the face of uncertainty 

Despite rising concerns of a global economic recession, the quarter saw strong returns 

from growth assets. After good returns in July, August saw risk-off sentiment from 

investors due to renewed trade tensions and inversion of the US Treasury yield curve, 

historically considered an indicator of an impending economic recession. Investor 

appetite for risk rebounded in September due to accommodative stance from central 

banks around the world and some easing in trade tensions. 

Yet again, geopolitics dominated headlines globally. President Trump’s tweets provided a 

roller-coaster ride that disappointed investors hoping for an agreement from ongoing 

trade negotiations.  

The Democrats launched an impeachment inquiry driven by claims of President Trump’s 

misuse of power to pressure the Ukraine government to interfere in the 2020 

presidential elections. 

Hong Kong saw protestors clash with law enforcement authorities in protest of the 

proposed Hong Kong extradition bill. Carrie Lam, the Chief Executive of Hong Kong has 

since withdrawn the bill. 

The new British Prime Minister, Boris Johnson promised to deliver Brexit on its current 

deadline of 31 October 2019. However, at the time of writing, the chances of reaching a 

deal before then remain slim. 

Despite geopolitical uncertainties, all asset classes produced positive returns over the 

quarter. Local and international equities outperformed the defensive assets (local and 

international fixed interest). New Zealand REITS was the best performing asset class 

over the quarter while New Zealand cash provided the lowest return over this period.  

Asset Returns (NZD) 

 

 

Asset Class QTR 1yr 3yr

New Zealand Cash 0.4 1.9 2.0

New Zealand Fixed Income 2.7 9.1 4.9

Global Fixed Income 2.5 10.0 3.9

New Zealand REITs 8.6 34.7 15.2

Australian REITs 3.4 11.2 5.1

Global Infrastructure 7.5 20.0 12.4

New Zealand Equities 4.0 16.8 14.1

Australian Equities 5.6 10.9 12.7

Global Equities 7.7 7.7 15.8

international equities  

review  

Geopolitics was the driving factor for investor sentiment. Trade tensions escalated when 

President Trump unexpectedly announced higher tariffs from 1 September. The new 

tariffs were subsequently delayed till 15 December to allow for negotiations. Investors 

were also distracted from asset value fundamentals by violent protests in Hong Kong, 

Brexit uncertainties, unrest in the Persian Gulf and an inversion of the US Treasury yield 

curve, which has preceded all but one US economic recession over the last 50 years. 

That said, the quarter ended firmly positive with most central banks adopting an 

accommodative monetary policy stance to support economic growth. 

Over the quarter, all major share markets rose with the S&P 500 up 8.9% for the period. 

In Japan, the Nikkei 225 was up by 9.2% while the MSCI Europe returned 5.2% for the 

quarter despite the region’s automobile exports being hurt by the trade tensions. The 

FTSE 100 Index, although up by 3.5% over the period, lagged its peers due to the Brexit 

uncertainties. 

The emerging markets also had a relatively modest quarter with the MSCI EM Asia 

returning 3.6% for the quarter, mainly due to the re-emergence of trade tensions 

between the US and China.  

  

Regional Indices (NZD) – Trailing Returns (%) 
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 outlook  

The historically low levels of global interest rates have the potential to provide ongoing 

support to global shares through their impact on the relative valuations of bonds and 

shares and through the resultant hunger for dividend income. Beyond help from 

monetary policy, the outlook depends on the ongoing health of the US economy, 

prospects for the wider global economy and the ultimate landing place of the US-China 

trade conflict among other geopolitical uncertainties. 

As per the latest IMF update, the world economy is expected to grow by 3.2% this year 

(i.e. 2019), a bit slower than 3.6% in 2018. However, world economic growth is 

expected to pick up in 2020 to 3.5% largely due to an expected pick up of growth in the 

emerging markets from 4.1% this year to 4.7% next year. 

In the US, the outlook is also for onging growth, albeit at a slower rate. Around 43% of 

the Wall Street Journal forecasters expect the next US economic recession to arrive in 

2020, 35% say 2021 and the rest pick 2022 or beyond. If the US growth carries on into 

the next year and beyond, it is expected to translate into higher corporate profits.  

That said, there are downside risks that this scenario may not play out due to 

geopolitical shocks including further US-China tariffs, US auto tariffs or a no-deal Brexit 

which could sap business confidence, weaken business investment and dislocate global 

supply chains. Against a backdrop of slow rather than vigorous growth, these setbacks 

can potentially tip slow growth into recession.  

At the time of writing, the Trump administration has delayed the implementation of 

some tariffs and agreed to negotiations for a transitional agreement. However, as the 

history of this dispute shows, it is hard to predict what either party might do next.  

Therefore, while we maintain a cautiously optimistic short-medium term outlook for 

global equities, it will be prudent to diversify investment portfolios by including high-

quality defensive assets to limit the impact of negative outcomes should they occur. 

australasian equities  

review  

The New Zealand share market had been relatively resilient mid-way through the 

quarter while overseas markets reacted negatively to the escalation of the US-China 

trade tensions. The local market then lagged overseas markets as they recovered 

towards the end of the quarter. The S&P/NZX50 Index rose by 4.0% for the quarter. 

Outperformers included dividend paying stocks for example the electricity generator-

retailers, which have provided an average year-to-date total return in excess of 50%.  

Across the Tasman, the Australian share market outperformed New Zealand with the 

S&P/ASX300 Index rising 5.6% over the quarter. IT was the best performing sector 

while the main laggard has been the financial sector. 

Both the New Zealand and the Australian share markets have taken support from the 

interest rate cuts by their respective central banks, which is supportive for asset 

valuations. 

 

Australasian Equities (NZD) – Trailing Returns (%) 

 

 

outlook  

In New Zealand, economic outlook is modest. The RBNZ forecasts GDP growth of 2.7% 

for the year to March 2020 and then picking up slightly to 2.9% for the year ending 

March 2021. This growth forecast is driven by expectations of ongoing accommodative 

monetary conditions and growth in government spending.  

A worrisome factor is the dropping business confidence combined with downbeat 

consumer confidence. Employment intentions have dropped with a net 6% of firms 

expecting to cut jobs, despite easier monetary conditions, fairly robust commodity prices 

and positive population growth. The risk is rising that this downbeat outlook for the local 

economy might become self-fulfilling. Furthermore while the latest ANZ consumer 

confidence survey found households to be reasonably happy with current economic 

conditions, the survey didn’t point towards consumer spending more at the checkout. 

In Australia, it has been a similar contrast of supportive central bank policy versus 

downbeat business and consumer confidence levels. The RBA expects the Australian 
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  economy to grow by 2.5% over 2019 and 2.75% over 2020 supported by low interest 

rates, recent tax cuts, ongoing infrastructure spending and stabilisation in some housing 

markets. 

On the flip side, as per NAB’s business survey, businesses are distinctly lukewarm on 

their profitability expectations while Westpac/Melbourne Institute’s consumer confidence 

survey found consumers concerned about family finances and the near-term economic 

outlook. That said, perhaps the biggest weight on household’s minds has lifted with the 

stabilisation of house prices. 

In summary, it is entirely possible New Zealand and Australian shares continue to see 

support from dividend-oriented buyers during unsettled conditions in overseas markets 

and in an environment of falling interest rates. However, investors need to understand 

many of the popular Australasian shares are now expensive where investors are paying 

substantially more for a dollar of corporate earnings than they are for example in the US.  

 
international infrastructure  

review  

As a relatively defensive growth asset class, International infrastructure has performed 

well through the recent market volatility. The S&P Global Infrastructure Index reported a 

gain of 7.5% over the quarter.  

International Infrastructure (NZD) – Trailing Returns (%) 
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outlook  

International infrastructure continues to look attractive due to the sector providing an 

income yield better than what is on offer from bank deposits and government bonds. 

Furthermore, while infrastructure is not be completely immune to a significant downturn, 

the sector offers a more defensive exposure to equities, particularly the less cyclical 

subsectors (like utilities) due to the predictability of their cash flows. While investors 

have been disappointed by ever-delayed upgrades to aging infrastructure through much 

of the developed world, increased infrastructure spending is on the horizon providing 

governments start to deploy fiscal policy more actively, given that traditional monetary 

policy has started to lose its bite. 

Property  

review  

The New Zealand listed property sector provided another strong performance over the 

quarter (and a stellar 12 month return) with the NZX All Real Estate Index returning 

8.6% due to its offer of defensive growth exposure with attractive cash yields.  

Australasian Listed Property (NZD) – Trailing Returns (%) 

 

The Australian listed property market underperformed New Zealand. The S&P/ASX300 A-

REITs Index recorded a relatively modest return of 3.4% over the quarter weighed down 

by the retail sector, which lagged due to lower consumer spending.  
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outlook 

In New Zealand, the backdrop remains supportive for listed property shares. Demand for 

space, particularly in the industrial sector remains higher than the available supply, 

which should support rental yields. The retail sector continues to face challenges from e-

commerce and downbeat consumer spending and the offices will be affected by new 

supply coming on stream. Despite now looking expensive, NZ REITs are still expected to 

be high on investors’ shopping list due to higher yields relative to bonds and the current 

global climate making a case for defensive assets. 

In Australia, the outlook is not as supportive as New Zealand. While the prime industrial 

sector is expected to hold ground with modest rises in rents and values, the retail sector 

continues to struggle due to lower consumer spending and increased competition due to 

the advent of e-commerce. Despite this rather subdued backdrop, A-REITs could 

continue to find support from investors seeking income yield in an even lower interest 

rate environment (the 10-year government bond yield is now below 1% pa).  

international fixed interest  

review  

Despite being historically low, bond yields in all major global economies fell further 

during the quarter. The US 10-year treasury rate fell from 2% to 1.68% during the 

quarter. Yields on 10-year government bonds in Germany and Japan fell further in to 

negative territory to be -0.57% and -0.22% respectively. However, the lowest 10-year 

government bond yield was still Switzerland at -0.79% at the end of the quarter. Yields 

have fallen due to a combination of central banks’ accommodative policy and investor 

demand for the relative security of bonds given the higher risk to global growth. Falling 

yields have supported global bond prices with the Barclays Global Aggregate Index 

provided a total return of 2.5% for the quarter. That said, given the stronger returns 

from international equity markets, investors in international bonds missed out in terms of 

relative performance. 

 

outlook  

Central banks are expected to maintain a stimulatory policy stance by either cutting rates 

further or at least maintaining them at historically low levels until they meet their 

inflation targets. A cut in interest rates usually results in lower bond yields all else equal. 

Other factors affecting yields include investor appetite for bonds. A rise in risk to global 

growth drives investors to the relative safety of bonds. Accordingly, geopolitical risks like 

the ongoing US-China trade negotiations or Brexit can sway investors towards bonds if a 

worse outcome seems likely. This can potentially drive the yields lower than they already 

are. Yields could also be weighed down by investors seeking insurance against the late-

cycle risks of a weakening in the US and world economies. That said, if these risks abate 

or better-than-expected outcomes are achieved, investors are more likely migrate from 

bonds to equities with renewed vigour. This could result in the sector’s underperformance 

on the back of potentially rising yields.  

 

 

 

International Fixed Interest (NZD) – Trailing Returns (%) 

 

 

Investors are recommended to maintain an exposure to high quality bonds for 

diversification given the heightened uncertainty from geopolitics and the lateness of 

the global economic cycle. 

new zealand fixed interest and cash 

review  

The RBNZ surprised with a double cut of the official cash rate by 0.5% to an all-time 

low of 1.0%. The RBNZ cited the weaker global economic growth outlook and slightly 

weaker domestic spending due to a softer housing market and slowing demand for 

local goods and services as reasons for the cut. Accordingly, the New Zealand 10-year 

government bond yield fell sharply to 1.1% by the end of the quarter from 1.57% at 

the end of the June quarter. Corporate bonds marginally outperformed government 

bonds. The New Zealand Government Bond Index rose 2.1% for the quarter while the 

New Zealand A-grade Corporate Bond Index returned 2.2% for the period. 

The New Zealand dollar has weakened year to date against most major currencies but 

particularly against the yen and the US dollar due to sharper interest rate cuts by the 

RBNZ. 
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 New Zealand Fixed Interest (NZD) – Trailing Returns (%) 

 

outlook  

Bonds tend to perform well in an environment of steady or declining interest rates so 

a dovish policy stance might be supportive. However, this also means that low 

running yields may continue for the medium-term thereby limiting returns for bond 

holders for here on. As per usual, heightened volatility in equities may support the 

asset class as investors seek capital preservation. 

Having depreciated due to lower domestic rates than the US, the New Zealand dollar 

is now expected to hold ground and gradually appreciate in the short term. However, 

a very poor outcome from the US-China trade talks might see the New Zealand dollar 

sold down further as investors tend to prefer the US dollar, given its safe-haven 

status, over commodity currencies in times of heightened volatility. 
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